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Wearing and Selecting the Right Pair of Ugg Boots 

 

Though ugg boots have been around for over a century, it was not until recently that they became 

widely known. Ugg boots are not only popular with trendy youngsters, but also with models and 

celebrities. Over the past decade, several movies and magazines have showcased ugg boots and their 

versatility. Ugg boots can be used for multiple purposes- they can be worn to make a style statement 

to a party, to shop around comfortably or to keep your feet warm in the cold. 

 

No matter what kind of clothes you wear, if you own a pair of ugg boots, you should wear them 

fashionably. When you buy your first pair of ugg boots, keep in mind the style of clothes you wear. 

Purchase a pair that can be worn with all kinds of clothes.  

 

You may even want to buy a pair of ugg boots for specific reasons. If you are looking for boots, in which 

you can walk around without worrying about style, then select a pair that does not have heels. Ankle 

ugg boots with heels are ideal if you are going for a party and want to wear the boots with a short skirt. 

Select boots that can be folded without damaging them, if you want a pair that can be used flexibly. 

You can also team a pair of high ugg boots with your favorite pair of jeans. 

 

Avoid wearing ugg boots for formal occasions and to restaurants and clubs that have dress codes. Most 

companies that stress on a formal dress code do not approve of their employees wearing ugg boots to 

the office. Smart clothes with neat lines and conservative colors should not be worn with ugg boots. It 

is best not to wear these boots with long skirts, as neither the skirt nor the boots will be highlighted. 

Women with heavy calves should also not wear ugg boots, as they accentuate their calves. Always 

avoid wearing these boots outdoors when the weather is cold and damp, as that damages your boots 

beyond salvage. 

 
 


